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ACGFA hears 12 budget requests
By Mark Dodotk
Staff Reporter

Nearly two-thirds of the 12 43 million
1975-76 general fee budget was covered
in requests by two University
organizations appearing this weekend
before the Advisory Committee on
General Fee Allocations I ACGFA I.
University Union Director Richard
R Stoner asked for a $327,418 increase
from last year's Union budget of
1633.000 This is the largest budget and
the largest increase presented thus far
to the committee
More than $200,000 of the increase is
allotted for increases in salaries and
wages to Union employes, according to
figures presented by Stoner
The remainder of the increase would
go for building renovations and
repairs, along with money for the
Union's depreciation reserve, which
has not been replenished for two years
ADMITTING THAT the future is
bleak." for the Union. Stoner told the
committee an estimated 14.5 per cent
increase in the price of goods sold at
the Union probably would result if
ACGFA did not approve the large
increase
Stoner said the price increase would
generate $203,200 of income
This income, combined with
cutbacks in building improvements and
depreciation funding, would reduce the
needed increases in general fee monies
to $3,565. or about one per cent of the
original increase request
But Stoner added that a price
increase "is not a sure cure for the
future, since what once was
predictable data in the past, such as
food prices, no longer have the
necessary stability required "
The Union's operation this year will
result in an estimated $57,000 loss.
Stoner told ACGFA
The Carnation Room is responsible
for a loss of about $14,000 and may
close down this year. Stoner said
it'sa loser." he said

in the building, the Health Center does
not receive any money from the
University's educational budget
A "first" happened before the
committee when Donald A
Cunningham, assistant director of
intercollegiate athletics, requested a
decrease in general fee allocation for
the Stadium.
The $166,705 figure presented to
ACGFA is a $9,145 drop from the
previous year
Most of the request is allocated to
the debt service fund which pays off
bonds that helped finance the Stadium
Cunningham also submitted a $18,000
request for the University golf course
Though the golf course request is the
same as last year's, operating
expenses increased within the budget
due to a jump in fertilizer prices.
Cunningham explained
INCREASED operating expenses
caused the course's Green Committee
to eliminate the 9-hole playing rate
When the course opens, all players
will pay the 18-hole rate even if they
play only 9 holes. Cunningham
explained
Nine other University groups
presented budget requests, with none
totaling over $10,000
Karen E. Keeton. junior lEdi.
presented a request of $7,038 for
WOMEN, an organization of about 50
women supporting women's rights
The group received $2,000 from the
parent's club last year, but received no
general fee monies
Over $1,000 of their request is
planned for funding the Stop Rape
Alliance.
Some ACGFA members questioned
whether the rape problem was a
relevant one at Bowling Green.
"CAMPUS SAFETY says there are
no statistics for on-campus rapes,"
said Keeton
However. Heather A. Few. junior

i Ed.). and a member of WOMEN, said
she learned from a nurse at Wood
County Hospital that about two rape
victims come to the hospital each week
for examinations
Dr. Lawrence J. Daly, associate
professor of history and an ACGFA
member, responded by saying. "The
fact that there are two rapes a week
seems like a very small number to
me."
But Few's statistics conflict with
information the News learned
yesterday from Wood County Hospital
Administrator William E. Culbertson
"From actual knowledge, we don't
even get one irape victimi a month,"
Culbertson said
A newly-formed 15-member group
called the Human Rights Alliance
asked for $3,515 from the general fee.
ACCORDING TO David Schevin,
graduate student and member of the
alliance, the group is "primarily
interested in educating people (or
ending the American economic and
military involvement in Indo-China "
The group formed the recent car
caravan which traveled to Washington
D. C. for the assembly against the
continuing war in Vietnam.
Dr. Harvey Donley. professor of
quantitative analysis and control and
ACGFA member, questioned whether
the University should fund special
interest groups
"Why are you so concerned with this
group''" Schevin replied "Why didn't
you ask tha! to the Chicano students
who were just here'' Aren't groups like
intercollegiate athletics
special
interest groups' as weir"
The need for a new duplicating
machine and for library material
geared to Spanish-speaking Chicanos
were reasons given for the $8,630
budget request by La Union de
Kstudiantes
The Chicano group, which consists of
90 members, received a $3,000 budget
last year.

SEVERAL ACGFA members told
the group that it should use duplicating
equipment in the Student Service
Building already available to campus
groups instead of purchasing a new
$2,400 duplicating machine
Black African Peoples' Association
iBAI'Ai asked for $3,530 in its budget
request before ACGFA
BAPA
received $700 in general fee
contingency fund monies last year.
Some committee members asked
BAPA representatives to justify their
organization's separateness from the
World Student Association IWSA)
Dr Ernest Champion, assistant
professor of ethnic studies and BAPA's
advisor, said. "BAPA represents a
certain cultural heritage for a
significant segment of students on this
campus."
WSA submitted a $1,805 request,
representing a $805 increase from last
year

THE UNIVERSITY Gospel Choir is
asking for $2,520, the same amount it
received last year
Half the money will be used for a
district meeting of the National Gospel
Workshop, a spring concert and a
concert during International Week
A $2,220 request came from Student
Court, a $220 increase over last year
Eugene K. Krebs. Student Court
Chief Justice, said the only reason for
the increase is to purchase a $220 tape
recorder "due to the fact that our
current tape recorder has simply worn
out"
The recorder tapes all hearings and
is used to playback original hearings
during appeals cases

negative billing system
By Mary Zltello
Stall Reporter
Two Student Government
Association tSGAI officers said they
would like to see a "negative checkoff" system used next year for
acquiring funds for Cultural Boost and
SGA
Cultural Boost Coordinator Ed
Chima and SGA President Douglas G
Bugle said that Cultural Boost and SGA
are "limited" in providing student

programs because of finances, adding
that the new check-off system would
generate more money to each of the
organizations
Under the negative check-off
system, two boxes would be placed on
students' billing statements The bill
states that the students are to check
the box if they do not wish to donate $3
to Cultural Boost, and to check the
other box if they do not wish to donate
$2 to SGA
THOSE STUDENTS wanting to
donate the money to either
organization would leave the boxes
blank. They will then be billed for the
amount
t linn.i and Bugie said the option to
donate the money is "clearly the
students' choice " Bugie added thai
because it would be something new.
those students who did not want to
donate but failed to check the boxes
would have the chance to be paid back
when they were billed
"When we say negative check-off.
some people think we're trying to trick
students." Chima said "But we're not
doing that It's for people who want to
say no. I think that's wrong and it's
(Cultural Boost or SGA I not worth it.'
Chima explained that Cultural Boost
depends on donations for its
programming, not on general fee
allocations.
"We're just not getting enough
donations from people." he said
"Money-wise, Cultural Boost is In
terrible shape We've been losing
money right and left."

Elimination of the dental service is
one area where the center is cutting
back. Roper said Seventeen thousand
dollars will be saved in terminating the
services of the dentist and his
technicians
If books and building* are starting to boggle your
brain perhaps a trip into the country with some
fresh scenery, a babbling brook and a quiet

Nearly $600 of the increase will go
for new furniture and a typewriter for
the center, she said

SGA officers propose

ASKED IF he had considered turning
over the Carnation Room to a
franchise operation. Stoner replied. "If
we were to attempt it. OCSEA (Ohio
Civil Service Employes Association)
would fight any group which would
eliminate jobs "
A franchise probably would replace
classified labor with student labor,
said Stoner. which is disagreeable to
OCSEA
Another organization running at a
deficit this year and requesting a big
budget next year is the Health Center
Robert G. Roper. Health Center
budget administrator, presented a
budget request of $564,164. a $77,164
increase from last year
The center will operate at a $45,000
deficit this year, said Roper. Any
deficit incurred this year will be paid
with 1975-76 general fee money, he
added

BUT ACCORDING to Dr Richard R
Eakin. vice provost of student affairs.
"Any further steps at the reduction of
staff would be at the expense of good
medical care "
Although University classes are held

"OUR ACTIVITIES are not
restricted to foreign students alone."
said Bcka N Nwajagu. chairman of
WSA About 200 foreign and 200
American students are involved in
WSA activities, he said
Reverb, a newsletter for students in
mass communications, submitted a
$240 request. The newsletter
previously received monies from the
speech department
John Fisher, junior lA&SI and
Reverb's editor, said he wants to
increase the publication's 200-issue
circulation
However, a number of ACGFA
members told Fisher that he should
seek funding from the educational
budget of the five departments which
the publication encompasses
Hazel II Smith, director of the
Commuter Center, presented a $4,700
budget request, increasing last year's
allocation by $944

farmhouse would be
(NewsphotobyEdSuba)

a

peaceful

solution.

CHIMA SAID he wonders how many
students even read the card they were
sent last year asking for donations for
Cultural Boost. He added that he feels
the negative check-off system would
bring more money into Cultural Boost
If the negative check-off system is
not approved by higher administration
or if most of the students oppose it.
Chima said he would think about

presenting a "mandatory fee'
proposal
Students automatically would be
charged $3 at the beginning of the year
for Cultural Boost and would have to
pay it. he said
"It would just be another fee at the
beginning of the year." he explained
"Once it was paid, it would be gone If
they (students) were to sit down and
evaluate it. they see it'd be well worth
it."
WITH A $3 mandatory fee, Chima
said it would give Cultural Boost a
$45,000 budget to work with
Bugie said that the $3 donated In the
negative check-off system for Cultural
Boost would go to a concert committee
that would deal only with providing
entertainment for University students.
"By entertainment. I mean concerts,
speakers, comedians, and various acts
traveling the country." he added
Bugie said SGA also is limited at this
point because of finances
The $2 a year students donated would
generate $24,000 for SGA. Bugie said.
"THERE ARE A LOT of ways
students spend $2 in one night." he
said. "Here they could put it in SGA's
hand so we could offer more services.
There's flexibility in the power of
money."
Bugie and Chima said they have
talked to administrators and the idea
of the negative check-off system is
"entirely possible."
To decide whether or not the system
would be initiated next year, student
input is necessary, according to Bugie
and Chima
The officers said the issue will be on
the election ballots in order to conduct
an opinion survey.
"But it will take more than a
thousand students to approve it."
Bugie said "It will depend on students
standing up for once, instead of letting
others do the talking "

SGA candidates voice concerns
By Sally Araold
Two students are running for
coordinator of academic affairs of
Student Government Association
(SGA).
Mary Helen Framme. junior (B.A).
said one of her main concerns, if
elected, would be setting up an
academic advisory system.
A list of required subjects is needed
for use by both advisers and students,
she explained

Weather
Cloedv today aad cold with
chaace of seew. Highs la the ■ •PW
t»s aad low Ms. CaM tealgkt with
lain la the teeai aad lew ft
Clear aad cold tomorrow with
klgkt 1* Ike epper 2*f

"Advisers don't know everything
about the necessary requirements,"
Framme said She is also interested in
the requirements for becoming an
adviser, she said, and suggested that
more advisers are needed to meet
student needs
ANOTHER PROJECT of Framme s.
concerns academic unions Unions are
not available to students in every
department, she said, and could help a
great deal if implemented
"If a student is to go to the administration (about academic problems),
he must have support." Framme said
Framme said more experimental
studies courses with credit are also
needed, adding that students can learn
more in actual situations than in the
classroom
For example, she said, she would
like to see a work-study program set up
in Columbus to work with Ohio
legislators
Framme also said increased MathScience Library hours are needed.
Library science majors could possibly

staff the facility during the extra
hours, gaining experience and earning
credit for their work instead of pay.
she said.

Framme has attended council
meetings, she said, and is familiar
with their make-up.

FRAMME SAID students should
receive full credit for the number of
hours spent in the classroom Students
presently are scheduled for more hours
in the classroom than they actually
receive in credit hours in many
courses, she noted.
Framme said she plans to get more
freshmen involved in campus activities
through freshmen orientation. Awareness of organizations such as the
counseling center would help
freshmen, she explained.
Framme also said that many
freshmen need encouragement to
become involved in campus activities,
and need to be Informed of the services
available.
More student attendance is needed at
Academic Council meetings, she said,
and SGA members other than the
coordinator of academic affairs should
attend

FRAMME said she disagrees with
the present S/U policy, which does not
allow a student to graduate cum laude
with more than 15 credit hours of S/U.
This hurts education majors. Framme
added, because student teaching is 15
hours of S U credit.
According to Framme, the student's
first responsibility is to get an
education, not just to accumulate a
high grade point average.
Framme said she favors the quarter
calendar in contrast to semesters She
said students are accustomed to the
present system and can take a wider
variety of subjects than under the
semester system. Hours and requirements would change under the
semester system. Framme added.
Framme is treasurer of the Young
Republican Club, an Ohio College
Republican executive delegate, a
member of Marketing Club. Management Club, participates In dormitory

government and the Union Activities
Organization
HENRY D. THOMAS, junior (A*S).
said if elected his primary project
would be a professorial evaluation that
would be available to students who
may want to take a course from a certain professor
A student-funded and administered
evaluation is Thomas' plan. He said
student representatives from
University departments would be in
charge of distributing and collecting
the evaluation forms The results
would be available to interested
students, he added.
The evaluations would give students
an idea of the work the professor
required and how the class was
conducted from a student's point of
view.
Thomas also said he plans to
research the value of the courses
offered at the University, especially in
the areas of ethnic and womens'
studies He added that he wanted to see

if they were meaningful or only
"token" courses
According to Thomas, students are
disenchanted with the present
drop add and registration procedures
for classes. He said he would research
other possible methods of registration
and drop/add to find a better method.
THOMAS SAID he favors beginning
classes on a Wednesday every quarter
instead of Monday That would allow
time for students to take care of
scheduling problems, he noted.
An assistant to the coordinator of
academic affairs is needed. Thomas
said, since the coordinator sits on 18
councils. It is too much for only one
person to handle, he added
The coordinator would sit on those
committees considered most
important, he explained, and the
assistant would serve as a proxy on
those committees which the
coordinator does not attend.
• To page throe
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bugle answers sgo critics
u.s. changes policy
because of oil
The United States is trying to protect its Mideast oil supply by teaching
the Saudi Arabians how to protect their oil fields.
In the face of the energy crisis, the government has decided to insure
their foreign oil supply by training Saudi troops to protect their oil fields
Israel must be watching the current U.S. military aid to the Saudis
with great concern.
The U.S. decided not to directly involve their military in the oil field
training, apparently for fear of embarrassment
The U.S. Defense Department awarded a $77 million rontract to the
Vinnell Corporation of Los Angeles to train the Saudi Arabian National
Guard in combat techniques
The government appears to be sanctioning a force of "mercenary"
trainers.
There are currently 163 U.S military advisers involved with the
regular Saudi army, but a Vinnell spokesman said "the political climate
of the day might be against the I' S military sending such a big team."
Vinnell will muster a 1.000-man force of former U.S. special forces
soldiers and Vietnam veterans to conduct the three-year training of the
Saudi force
The Vinnell operation is part of a $335 million military agreement
signed with Saudi Arabia in 1974
The United Stales has apparently decided to let private firms handle
military training which might cause the U.S. embarrassment America
has traditionally supported Israel in the Mideast, but may be changing its
present policy to protect its oil interests
The U.S. must not desert its traditional ally to insure a foreign oil
supply. Further military aid to the Arab nations can only indicate the
desertion of Israel by the U.S. government.

let's hear from you
The IK. New! welcomes all letters lii the editor .mil opinion column-.
Letters may comment on any otter letter, column or editorial
Letter! should be a maximum ot 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than lour typed pages triple spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed ttete
limits with retpecl to the lawsol libel and propel l.istc
letters and columns must include tte author's name, address ami
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor CO The HI! News l(Ki
t'niversilv Hall

'I HOPE YOU GUYS KNOW WHERE WE ARE .

ByDoeglaiG Bagle

President, SGA
Guest Sludrnl Columnist
Contrary to the article titled "SGA
Denied Contingency Funds" of Feb. 4.
1975. SGA is not on the brink of
financial collapse. The quotations are
obviously selective
Where was my point of view on
anything besides F.llsbcrg'' Why was it
stated he cost SGA $2,000 when I made
it clear we divided this sum equally
between Cultural Boost7
Also, when Rousseau O'Neal of
ACGFA defended SGA expenditures on
the basis of both the old and recent
official constitution, he was not quoted
The only quotes used were people who.
if SGA told them it was sunny outside,
would wear raincoats
Actually, the entire meeting was a
confused mess and 1 cannot fault the
figures which were in the article to the
reporter Nevertheless, the figures are
in error
SGA HAS $4,130 in its budget, not
$2,100 A minimum of $2,000 to a
maximum of $2,600 will be left for the
incoming administration This figure is
noi much lower than in years past with
ONK GLARING EXCEPTION which I
will get to later This is certainly a
different picture of SGA and myself
than was painted in this article.
Now I have some questions: Mr
Wilcox. what do YOU mean by
management'1 I'll agree you have
managed to place FOUR out of SIX
students on
the General
Fee
Committee who
ran
(three as
candidates, one as an assistant)
against the present administration in
last year's elections You managed to
spend way over the $50 00 limit on
advertising for this committee without
authorization
You managed to miss a total of five
out of 13 official SGA meetings You
were either late or left earlv for an
additional lour meetings, leaving only
four meetings at which you attended
from beginning to end You managed to
miss all liul one or two work sessions
Check the minutes Irom last spring
quarter till the present Moreover.

it won't work
Hey man come clean' Why don't 1
stand up lor the American Hag'' Well
let me ask you this what has the
American flag done lor me !
Every time I sec that Hag I think ol
the thieves murderers prostitutes and
all the other scum that was kicked out
of
England
and put on ships
Unfortunately they landed here in
America In no time at all these
"civilized people" stole this country
from the Indians and the Spanish
They couldn t stop here oh no The
new civilization was loo lazv to build
their own new country so ihcy had to
"lorce" someone else to do it

victims
of
exploitation
and
discrimination
We've
be e n
stereotyped, brainwashed, and worse
ol all. un-umlied
All that I have just stated are facts
Facts which can't be ignored nor
turned around, lor they contain truth,
not prejudice, but (ruth
This is why the Mag is not respected.
because it hasn't lived up to its full
meaning
Freedom and justice for
all
You say if I'm nol proud of the
national anthem then I don't deserve to
call myself an American Well. I'd be
embarrassed if someone did call me an
American,
because then I'd
be
classified with the same ones who put
me down, out of fear, in the first place'
If you say If 1 can't respect Ihe flag
go back to Africa", it sounds as silly as
me telling you. If you can't live up lo
the meaning ol the flag, go back to
Europe " It just won't work
Michael G Rhoades
306 Anderson

I'm talking about the stealing ol
Africans from their peaceful cultures
and civilizations, thus bringing them to
one born with hate and greed

walkin'

After treating them less than
animals, stripping them ol iheir
culture, breaking up their lamilies and
forcing the black man to build on this
mistake for a country, the early
American took one more step He
interbred with the black race thus
ruining our true skin color
Eventually, freedom was found, or
was it freedom'' Could it be the black
man was freed only to be tricked
again? Or was it for the good ol the
country'
We were completely ignored in the
history books, we were and still are

We are not . ...ictl> sure of Rock E
Hoss's purpose for writing the letter to
the editor (Jan 311 In the letter. Ross
explained that sidewalks are structurally wrong for the human foot and also
that his legs and knees are in constant
pain--so much so that he is forced to
wear supports in his shoes .
We were anxious to discover Ross's
various
ailments and
medical
problems and are extremely grateful
that someone finally rose up to lead the
crusade against America's no. 1
menace the
dreaded concrete
sidewalk Could it be that Mr Ross has

HOW THE hell do you know so much
about how and why SGA money has
been spenf I'll wager if you or your
loyal, nodding band of followers were
given unlimited time to expound on
SGA activities, it would take all of
three minutes because you have not
attended meetings and they prefer to
hide behind their pens rather than
EVEN ONCE confronting an SGA
officer I besides yourself i to get
information or to challenge their
alleged 'inactivities'

. .'

been walking on his head for 18 years''
Also, what does Ross propose to do
about
the
sidewalk
problem'"'
Perhaps some sort of moving
sidewalks could be installed at BG or
possibly we could all be issued jet
packs At leasl if this took place, we
would not have to spend our time
reading about Ross's sore feet in The
BG News
Mike Lesko
1450 E WoosterSt
Dan Weitzel
417 Darrow
Roger Mittler
431Darrow

I. for one (and I am not the only onei.
have had it with your pretense that it is
only you who produces while we sit
You come frum a long line of those
who produce only what the policymakers (such as the Board ol
Trustees! ALREADY SUPPORT
I contend under your brand of
management and those who think like
you do that SGA would remain a
mirror-image of the administration 1
cannot say that this is absolutely
necessary for change and I am certain
that this image is what turns students
off to SGA who are NOT of the
"joiner" variety already-which is
most students
I contend that you are. and have been
talking through your hat Your use of
the term mismanagement reflects how
you would like to see things run. and I
will do everything to see that you do
not gel your way. because if you do.
student government will never be a
government ol power and stature able
to better the condition ol students

understand each other belter''
II all you children still are mad at
each other. I will gladly listen to
Valencia Proa tell me why she
supports de facto segregation on the
BG campus, to anyone why Allan J
DeNiro is a racist, or why lynch fever
has hit everyone in sight of an
impcachable official.
If you are absolutely certain, out
there that someone must pay. why
then, let's lake it to the ballot box.
instead, where adults settle such

things
Johnny Bartley
330 Prout

naive

free
My one-hall-year-old body guard.
Made out of plaster, quite hard.
Is gone at long last.
I'm free of my east.
No more will my body be marred
Paul lantern
302 Kohl

let it out
Nigger' Nigger' Nigger'
Kike' Kike' Kike' Kike'
Filthy Papist'
Hey. pig'
Bloody proddie'
Drunken Mick'
Now. I hope all the readers of The
BG News have got all the crap out of
their souls, with the above curses and
put-downs
Really, is college a place for people
to learn to put each other down more
effectively, or is it a place to

and Ridge Street, rather than accept
NON-DECISION
Every year since 1 have attended
in .si the student representative has
been
a
mini-businessman
more
concerned about relations with the
Trustees than in initiating action you
are part of a long line It appears the
trustees are far-sighted, not the student
representatives.
Read
the
minutes people-room 909 Administration Building
IT IS EASY to criticize Rather than
wasting our time with it. SGA has
worked very hard and produced enough
to warrant this rebuttal to you at this
time At least you finally stated
publicly what you thought instead of
behind our backs or on your way out of
a meeting
Mr Hoffman You stated SGA was
left $5,000 by the previous administration I the actual figure is $4.6001 In

"It it truo that SGA is, in many way*, a
weak organization It lacks tha popular
•upport and •conomic powor to 00 tho
strong lobbyist of studont intorosts it should
bo."

I CONTEND that it is the trustees
and administration who initiate and
establish projects such as smoke
detectors and outdoor recreational
lighting Your work on the recreational
facility is admirable, but you are a
mere researcher arid1"1 Sir vejor of
student opinion the work has been
placed in your hands
In minutes to Board of Trustees
meetings
you
mention
many
worthwhile campus projects such as
food. Campus Safety, alcohol policy,
co-ed housing, and Ridge Street
Besides assisting a considerably large
group who were concerned about
alcohol policy, your action on these
other areas has been negligible
You never stick your neck out. never
confront the trustees with solutions to
problems, but rather leave it up tu
them A vote for the student representative'' No way-wouldn't want to
ruffle the leathers of the trustees
It will be made clear that SGA has
taken action on food. Campus Safety.

Lerrers
back to europe?

when you leave meetings, you utter
negative insults, never remaining for a
rebuttal always half-way through the
door and gone.
SGA and the students never hear of
what the Board of Trustees are doing
and. from reading the minutes of their
meetings, they don't know what SGA is
doing on behalf of the students. Now
THAT'S management.

1 wrote this in response to David
Fandray's article on music in Close-up
of I- ill 3. and. being as fair to Mr
Fandray as he was to Led Zeppelin. I
only read half of his article
First of all. 1 agree with him when he
criticizes the traffic, high prices, etc .
but I can't see how he can give a decent
criticism of a concert when he leaves
before they (Led Zeppelin > really get
going
The group started poorly and 1 was
disappointed until they plaved "Moby
Dick." From then on. the show was
fantastic.
Also, why spend $7 50 and then leave
after five songs'' I wish I had money to
throw around like that
Lastly, anyone who was so naive as
to believe that Stephen Stills and Joni
Mitchell would lead us anywhere
doesn't deserve to go to a Led Zeppelin
concert
Scott Ha worth
218 Kohl

years past the average sum left was
$2,200 to $2,900 Why then such a large
sum last year9 Was it because the SBO
(Student Body Organization! in which
you served as vice president was
saving enough
money to pay
yourselves''
You tried to do just that lo the tune of
$260 per officer (top six! per quarter
which would be taken out of the SBO
budget
This amount would have
totaled $4 680
William Arnold. SBO president,
stated In The BG News on November
16. 1973. that "He could not (orecast
whether the officers would allocate
themselves money in the future from
the SBO budget
Obviously. SBO tried
to do just that as can be seen from The
BG News article from December 5.
1974. "University President Hollis A
Moore Jr said last month the offer of
assistantships was not an alternative to
THE MOVE SBO MADE LAST
MONTH
TO
ALLOCATE
THEMSELVES $4680 FROM THEIR
BUDGET."
The possibility of top officers being
recalled by students who thought this
unfair stymied that move Nevertheless,
you
aftempted. it. you
condoned it gnd it wouM-Mve left the
present adirlnlstntlon on such shaky
ground we wouldTiave had a hard time
paying the phone bill How can you
criticize the amount we will be leaving
in comparison to the amount I $80 in the
red i you were willing to leave us"
NO WONDER the minutes of last
year read like dime novels-you rarely
supported anything financially much
less in other ways.
Further. I cannot understand how
you could sit back and never say a
word when bringing up political
speakers was involved when it was you
who asked for a motion ion January 20.
1974 -minutes SBO meeting I to bring in
William Ruckleshaus for Political
Awareness Week-at the cost of $2,000
Contractual problems canceled his
appearance It is sunny outside. Fred,
better wear a raincoat
You said at the contingency meeting
that figures don't lie in reference to the
' $5,000
you left for the present
administration
Correct-figures are
symbols-they cannot lie in and of
themselves-but people can
Ms Bregar: You and Dr Eakin have
seemed to get the biggest charge out of
my budget presentations thus far With
him I am somewhat baffled, with you it
is no surprise Y'ou have consistently
mouthed the words of those you unhesitatingly support on the General Fee
Committee You did not even bother to
take the figures down as I listed them
as you were overheard lo say in answer
to another person who wanted the
figures
"Why should 1? I wouldn't
give the monev to him anywav " To the
STUDENTS, riot to ME. Ms Bregar
TO THE ACGFA as a whole the
agenda of what issues you will be
discussing should be printed in the
News. A time and place should be
listed-also not in a conference room in
the Student Services Building, but in a
central campus location such as the
Union
Students should be given every
opportunity for input into where 24
million of their dollars are going
STUDENTS MUST TAKE IT UPON
THEMSELVES
TO
QUESTION
WHERE THEIR MONEY IS GOING
Mr. Weber of this committee asked me
to provide answers He should be
prepared to do the same
To the Students. You may wonder
why 1 am responding with such
vehemence to the news story titled
"SGA Denied Contingency Funds". It
is basically this--I've watched a good
deal of people, including myself, work
very hard to try to make life a bit
better for the students at BGSU and to
try to build a stronger government
Public relations has never been my
forte because I find it IMPOSSIBLE to
keep everyone happy all of the time
SOBV has taken some chances, unlocked
son* doors ami had some doors shut in

our faces. Right or wrong, we always
tried to better the student condition.
I cannot and will not sit back and let
a few willful, people whitewash our
efforts by trying to make us look like a
bunch of malcontents who sold the
students on an ideology, then sold you
out by not producing answers and
changes or by ripping you off by
recklessly spending our budget It is
simply not true and I ask you to read
the News articles about accomplishments and failures and study the
figures in our budget which I will
unhesitatingly have published, if The
BG News will print it.
THE FIGURES WILL show rather
than wildly spend money, we CUT
BACK on waste such as pulling out
telephones and in eliminating pay for
coordinators of communications and
involvement
Copies of successes and failures will
be sent to all organizations, greek
houses, and resident advisers as well
as
the
expenditures
of
this
administration 1 will gladly appear
before any group of students who want
to question the whys and wherefores of
how SGA operated, seeing as it is 1 who
has been labeled the perpetrator of
"mismanagement"
It is true that SGA is. in many ways,
a weak organization It lacks the
popular support and economic power to
be the strong lobbyist of student
interests it should be. If SGA wanted to
hire experts to check out the Health
Center or Food Services it could not do
it It could not regularly arrange for
speakers from the political, academic,
and journalistic realms to come to
campus
It could not hire an attorney to test
the legality of Parking Services or the
manner in which Campus Safety
sometimes acts All because it lacks
financial power The SGA budget
expenditures show movement in the
direction of performing what the
Student Constitution said even before
this administration changed it "to
establish
service
and
cultural
programs of significant student
interest, to work tor meaningful
student participation in University
affairs."
SGA is the one student group which
has the potential for righting wrongs in
this University With all the money
students put toward athletics and
parking fines, there should be adequate
room in the General Fee to fund SGA
as it should be SGA has asked for
$26,000 from the General Fee with no
hopes of receiving that sum from the
stacked d«> of , the General Fee
Committee Therefore, students should
definitely consider at this point
II The independent funding of
Student Government Iree of administrative control
21 The independent funding of a
Concert Organization
I AM SURE further allegations will
come in concerning my actions and the
activities of SGA 1 have heard more
people we ran against last year are
formulating letters I say. attack and
attack again
Your negativism, your ad hominum
arguments nol based on fact, and your
ceaseless axes to grind will be your
own undoing I ASK CONCERNED
STUDENTS
TO
WITHHOLD
JUDGMENT TILL ALL SIDES ARE
HEARD
I ask those of you who have never
much cared what student government
has done or could do just this once
support a proposal which will require
minimum effort and yield maximum
results in a tangible way on Feb. 19.
vote YES on proposals to increase SGA
budget to $30,000 and to increase the
amount of money for concerts to
$45,000 If the General Fee Committee
turns us down let's pay for it ourselves
$5.00 per year, per student will raise
this much money
Think about the possibilities ana
elect students to office who will put
such power to good use for you.
THE BG NEWS
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AIDE strives for drug education
By Marci. Oik
Su(f Reporter
There is a saying that an
ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure
Striving to prove that
adage is Alternatives In
Drug Education I AIDE 1. a
community project of The
Committee on Drug Problems. Inc of Bowling Green,
the State Bureau of Drug
Abuse and the county
Mental Health and Mental

Retardation Boards of
Defiance. Fulton. Henry.
Williams and Wood
counties.
Paul Baumann. a Lutheran pastor and full-time
coordinator of AIDE, said
the focus of the organization
Is on people-the needs they
have and helping them with
their problems instead 01
focusing on drugs
"Our program is aimed at
adults, policemen, social
workers,
nurses and

Candidates state views
• from page one
These councils can be
very effective if you assert
yourself
and
are
knowledgeable of the
issues.' Thomas said "It is
his 1 the coordinator's) duty
to get what the students
want--not what the
administration wants "
Thomas said he thinks an
evaluation of the S U
courses taken should
determine whether students
should be awarded honors
upon graduation If the
student excelled in their
major area and most of
their group requirements,
but has taken free electives
S U. the student should not
lose the honors. Thomas
explained
He said a program of
student advisers designed to
help others in their major
areas of study, which would
compare to the student
counseling center, is needed
to supplement the faculty
advisers.
STUDENTS SHOULD
take an active part in

deciding academic policies
of the University departments.
Thomas said
Questionnaires concerning
professors and courses
would be distributed by
student representatives to
obtain the student input
about the policies
These students would
represent SGA and their
living units Thomas agreed
with Kramme about a need
for student unions These
unions are a recognised and
organised group within a
department, he said, and a
student's voice could be
heard through the unions.
Thomas said he would
rather voice students'
opinions on the calendar
options, rather than his own
The questionnaires to be
distributed by the student
representatives in the
dormitories would obtain
the students' preference on
the topic, he added
Thomas is a member of
the housing appeals board,
and the committee for
academic value and
evaluation dav.

ABORTION
l

STARTING RATE 125.00
lr24 week.pregnancy terminated
By Licensed Gynecologist
CLOSE TO YOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNICS
CALL COLLECT 1-216-631-1557

24 HOUR SERVICE
The Brothers of
Phi Kappa Tau
wish to congratulate

Tom Glenn
Rick Hesson
Gary Solarik
on their Activation

ATTENTION!
IWIUBEHERE
TO SHOW YOU OUR
NEW *S\UKOMM^
COLLEGE RING/?
COAAESEE IT/

doctors." he said, "for
to become aware of
abuse as symptoms
need Instead of a
ItaeU."

them
drug
of a
need

IN THE past, according to
Baumann. drug education
was primarily scare-tactic
and fact-oriented, and it did
not work effectively
The approach of AIDE is a
"humanistic behavioral
approach," he said, including the areas of self-concept, identity and role,
values formation and clarification, communications and
alternatives to drugs
"Our main objective has
been to expose as many
people as we can to our concepts in human relationships." he said. "They're
not new. they're just not
practiced that much "
To help famihari'.e people
with this approach. Baumann said AIDE uses value

strategies, role playing,
small-group involvement
and growth games in presentations to groups, lectures and in-service days, in
which they deal with
parents
A program of continuing
education for students is
also offered, he added
"IN EFFECT, were
trying to give people a
handle in relating more with
one another," he explained
AIDE began last October
by James Shu'.man. a
former director of KARMA.
Baumann said.
He stressed that AIDE
differs from KARMA in that
AIDE'S emphasis is on education and prevention,
instead of intervention and
treatment
"If there can be prevention, there is no need for
intervention and treatment." he said

Baumann said AIDE has
been effective and has made
a number of presentations to
various site groups while
continually getting requests
for more presentations
"PEOPLE seem to be
saying. Hey. you're right,
we need this kind of thing."
he said
AIDE consists
of
Baumann and Glenn
Wiennga. a graduate student in rehabilitative counseling at the I'niversity who
is a part-time coordinator
Wieringa said he became
interested in this type of
work through his work at
KARMA
"I thought it would be
interesting to be involved in
both ends of it." he said
AIDE is located in 216
Bank of Wood County Bldg .
130 S Main St . and can be
reached bv calling 353AIDE

Kathleen t. Yaruhunav
ft«n.or (Ed.), take* a
reading on o rainfall
indicator atop of Hanna
Hall. Sho carries out her
chore every Monday for
a
meteorology
class
( Nowsphoto by Ed Suba)

newsnotes
Inquiry

Gamblers

WASHINGTON (API-Chairman John
C. Stennis |D-Miss I of the Senate
Armed Services Committee began an
inquiry yesterday into a Pentagon
contract with a private corporation to
train Saudi Arabian national guardsmen
protecting oil fields
Stennis said he asked Secretary of
Defense James Schlesingcr for an
explanation after disclosure by The
Associated Press on Sunday of a 177million Defense Department contract
with Vinnell Corp of Los Angeles
Vinnell is recruiting former U.S.
Special Forces soldiers and other war
veterans for a l 000 man force to send to
Saudi Arabia
The Pentagon confirmed the contract

CLEVELAND (APl-A suburban
Brecksville hospital is using "Gamblers
Anonymous" sessions, long talks and
external pressure to "dry out"
compulsive gamblers
And I)r Alida Glen who administers
the program at the Veterans Hospital,
says she's doing better with gamblers
than with alcoholics
In Glen said in a recent interview
that about 45 patients have been treated
in the two years in whicli the program
has operated, and that about 10 have
been readmitted
She also said that as lar as she knows.
hers is the only hospital in the country
offering the treatment

ELECT MUSIC LIT COURSES FOR SPRING QUARTER
For Non-Music Majors—

(undergraduate only)

Board surveys homecoming
What did students think of last year's _
Homecoming Weekend? The Homecoming
Subcommittee of Spirit and Traditions Board
is conducting a survey to find out
The survey is designed to secure feedback
on last year's Homecoming as well as future
directions for the next homecoming,
according to Dave Connelly, graduate
assistant in the Student Activities Office.
The questionnaires were sent to 100
students in each class last Friday and must
be returned by Kriday. Keb 28 They will try
to gauge campus reaction to specific
homecoming events and to determine if
students feel homecoming is a worthwhile
event

ALTERNATIVES, such as a fall weekend
of activities not connected with traditional
homecoming events and not including a
queen, are included in the survey
Another alternative is presenting campus
service awards to six or seven students
Instead of crowning a queen and. or king
Respondents will be asked to indicate
whether or not they belong to a fraternity or
sorority and their class rank in an attempt to
determine if greek students tend to be more
supportive of traditional homecoming
activities and if underclassmen are more
interested in homecoming than
upperclassmen

Have A Fling With —

MUCH423 S2557MASTERPIECESOFMUSIC(3)
11 MTRinstr: Mark Dennis
The loves, littts and music of fie great Romantic artists Chopin, Tchaikovsky.
Schumann, Usit. Brahms...Perfect tor Springtime'
For MUSK Maiors and Non-Music Maiors - {undergraduate and graduate)
MUCH 412 S2554 OPERA LITERATURE (3) 1 MWR instr.: Vincent Corngan
Goty plots, Romantic triangles. Thrilling Spectacle in the gr.at.st of stag* works: Music drama
and Opera by Wagner, Moiart, Verdi, BMthovtn, Rossini Not a SlMptr!
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Alpha Gams are proud of their
new active squirrels!
Mamie Childs
Jan Dabbelt
Sue Fazekas
Sue Hal)
Kathy La Gana

Jean Ludholtz
Cheri Jacobs
Susan Shorts
Jan Tipton
Jolane Walsh
Kristi Zobel
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a lovin'
glassful

"DIE FLEDERMAUS"
TUES. FEB. 11 - STUDENT NIGHT - 8 P.M.
MAIN AUDITORIUM
ADMISSION $2.50 - ALL SEATS
AVAILABLE 109 JOHNSTON HALL • OR AT DOOR

FIRST COMEFIRST SERVED
BLOCKS AVAILABLE TO BQSU STUDENTS

International Harvester
has unmatched opportunities
for people majoring in:
Accounting
Agricultural Engineering
Business Administration
Business Management
Civil Engineering
Computer Science
Economics
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Technology
Finance
Industrial Engineering
Marketing
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
Metallurgy
Metallurgical Engineering

March 5 and 6
is your chance to take a look at them.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
,OrOO-3rOO
Tuesday, February 11

Make an appointment at the Placement Office to
see the International Harvester College Relations
Representative. He'll be here to tell you what
kind of people we're looking for, how we work
and more about the opportunities we have to offer.
In the meantime, stop by
the Placement Office and
Ml
pick up a copy of our new
recruitment brochure.
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

fet*4/TheM New*. Tgesstay,Mm* II. 1 •*»

Female voices grace jazz scene
Review
by Frank Jokasoa
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With all the attention
given lately to female pop
lingers, please note that it
has mostly been centered
around the softer folk-rock
types. It's true that there
aren't too many outstanding
vocalist in jazz of any sex.
but Flora Purim and Dana
Gillespie stand out in
separate classes all their
own
Purim's sensual voice has
been gracing records for

MOST STORES

"Stories to Tell" is total
jazz, like her first album,
but it Is without the many
restrictions of rock or pop
regularities. "Stories" is
the kind of music that she's

.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
EXCEPT SUNDAY MORNING 12 MIDNIGHT TO 8 A.M.
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Take stock in AnKrica.
Join the Payroll Savings Plan.
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PROOF KROGER REALLY DOES HELP
MINIMIZE YOUR FOOD COSTS.

ROOKIE
O'RYAN
for

V.P.
S.G.A.
(Wrlto-in)

A tune like "Hold Me
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Despite reports that flu cases are on the increase across
the nation, locally the situation appears to be normal for
this time of year.
Dr. Henry Voglsberger. director of the Health Center,
said the overall number of reported flu cases has not been
unusually high, although the Health Center handled a heavy
caseload last weekend.
The heaviest concentration of flu cases treated at the
Health Center this year has occurred within the past three
weeks. Dr Vogtsberger said.
CURRENTLY, the Health Center is treating over 20 inpatients suffering from upper respiratory ailments. Dr Vogtsberger said that there have been about 240-250
weekday out-patients each day. but added that not all of
these were flu cases.
According to Dr Vogtsberger. the number of flu cases
treated last year was "very low" and this year's is
"normal."
Dorothy Fox. day supervisor at Wood County Hospital,
agreed that there has been no significant increase in flu
cases county-wide
She said approximately one-fourth of the hospital's
patients were suffering from the flu. but that this was usual
for mid-winter.
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NEED MONEY' Will bur old
pocket watches, political
buttons, coins, nostalgic items.
collectibles 354-7202

Tuesday. February II, 1975
BGSU Karate Club will meel at the Aud of St Thomas Morf Parish
at 5 30.
International Coffee Hour sponsored by the International Womans
Host Committee today from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. Km 16 Williams Hall.
Isocrates. Speech Ed OrgamzaUoo will hold an elections program
Rm.m South Hall at7 tonight
AcUve Christians Today Bible Mu.lv io uo a m 603 Clough St
•The ChristUn A the Occulf 4:00 pm 603 dough St Greek class
7 00 p in ACTfHIowship. Faculty Lounge Union
The Women's Intercollegiate Golf Team will meet at » 30 at the
north end of the Ice Arena Wear warm, comfortable clothes Bring
own golf clubs.
DAC will be counseling all Business Majors in planning their spring
schedules from 10am to 5 p.m in the main floor of the Business
Ad.BMg.
Concerned Students for City Government will meet on the 2nd floor
of the Student Services Building at 9 00 p m Students running for
city council will be selected.
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SERVICES OFFERED
Decisions' Need to talk''
Emotional and Material
Pregnancy Aid. 352-6236
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GILLESPIE is definitely
kinky. Her first album was
produced by David Bowie,
and she retains some of the
harshness for her second
album release.

GILLESPIE IS NOT
trying to be one of the boys
She is into some of the
Bowie-glitter trip, but still
comes out all lady.
Although very different in
their songs and styles, both
Purim and Gillespie are two
women who definitely can
make it on their own.

by Garry Trudeau
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Movie and discussion sponsored by the Depl of Experimental
Studies "The Story of Carl Guslav Jung'. Rm 1104 Oftenhauer
West. Conference Suite 7:00 p.m
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Gently" might indeed be a
tender ballad to someone
else, but not Gillespie Her
almost burlesque style sends
shivers from the music and
her voice-hardly the type to
set a romantic mood.

Doctor reports flu cases
'normal' in local area
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f-vcrylinu' \..u luilil your
paycheck in your hot little
hand, you promise yourself
to sail something nwny.
Hut man is weak. And
what you want today
■atnua lot more important
than worrying about what
you'll need tomorrow.
Quit kidding yourself.
Join the Payroll Savings
I'Jan where you work. It's
easy, .lust specify an
amount you want set aside
from your paycheck. Then
that money is used to buy
U.S. Savings Monds. You
never see the money, so
the temptation to spend it
is removed. And with every
paycheck. vour money
grows. So when you need
it, you'll find you've got a
sizeable amount stashed
away. Knough to help out
with what tomorrow may
bring.
If you can't trust yourself, trust U.S. Savings
li.....!-. Then you'll have a
fund in your future.
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And while Purim may
indeed be soft. Gillespie is
anything but. Gillespie's
second album. "Ain't Gonna
Play No Second Fiddle
(RCA), enters a hard
contrast between her super
sexy appearance and her
rough material.
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ACMOM
Profit able
Go two bv twu
Ltbora.*
Claim

been doing for some time
now.
ON THIS ALBUM, she's
accompanied by Carlos
Santana (appearing in
return (or her vocals on his
"Borboletta" record) and
such jazz greats as George
Duke. Ron Carter, and
Moreira doing percussion.
Just like Purim's talents,
her album runs the full
range from fast, furious
"Silver Sword"
with
improvised wordless singing
to the very soft Latin classic
lnsensatez."

quite a few years now,
working with Chick Corea's
Return to Forever group.
and her husband Airto
Moreira Not until late last
spring did her first solo
album appear, and her
second . "Stories to Tell"
(Milestone), was released in
late 1974

Typing done 352-7265

Wanted
Someone who is
interested in cooking (or about
30 girls in a sorority house. Call
the Alpha Delta Pi house. 3722640
Female roommate to sublease
now - Spring Univ. Vil MS mo
353-1903

Theses typing 352-7265

Female roommate needed
spring quarter, good location.
call 352-4246

CUSTOM WEDDING RINGS
BV PHILIP MORTON. THE
WORKING HANDCRAFT
CENTER 515CONNEAUT

Riders
wanted
from
Washington DC to B.G. on
Feb 14th. returning Feb. 17th
Call 352-tttll.

French tutoring Call 372-1644

Female Io sublease ■ spring
MO mo 352-7112

Need PHOTOGRAPHS'
portraits.
passports.
applicaUons. senior specials
WEISSBROD Studio 123 W
Wooster 354-9041

1 I rmmt to sublet spring qtr
2 bdrm. (urn OM qtr. Rent
tree til Mar I 3S1-7I74

WANTED

PERSONALS

I f to share apt. spring, own
room Near campus 352-55SQ

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
Announcing an addition spring
quarter
seminar
World
Hanger. Ethical Perspectives
Details in our office

Female sublease apartment
spring 175 mo Janice 352-5495
Female spring sublet apt.
967/mo. Own room. pool. Grace
352-4497
Roomate to share apt private
room and entrance. 151.75 mo
352-4917. evenings only
Two males want apartment to
sublet spring qtr 353-3275
M roommate to share 3 bdrm

Gams are in sparks because
Gwen Parks is the new
recording secretary for Panbel
CongratoUtions. Owen
Peter Framstsn in concert
Thursday Feb. 13 I pm - BGSU
Grand Ballroom Tickets $3 2
Cultural boost members. Bay
your ticket today at Union
Ticket office or Finders.

GOING TO EUROPE THIS
SUMMER' HAVE CHEAP
TRANSPORTATION
PROPOSITION
FOR YOU
PROF RAYMOND 24 FORT
STREET ATHENS. OHIO 614503-7417
EXCITING New Cultures' See
Ethnic Studies Program
advertisement for spring
quarter courses.

CHECK SPRING SCHEDULE
FOR ETHNIC STUDIES
COURSES
Fine selection of Romanian and
Chrysanthemum wood pieces
y. off at Vatan s.
Genuine turquoise at Valan's
store wide sale to-so-. off for
ValenUne's Day.
RAY MARVAR
PRESIDENT

for

SGA

Abortion Information - Finest
medical care available at the
lowest cost.
Immediate
appointments. Toll free 1-600436-3770
Abortion Information Service
Starting rate 6125. Clinic very
close to area. 1-24 week
pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Modern techniques and finest
facilities
Immediate
arrangements will be made
with no hassle. Call collect. 24
hour service 1-216-631-1557
Have a Ball at the Masked Ball
for STUDENTS ONLY in the
Home
of
"DIE
FLEDERMAUS
Tuesday
February 11 at * pm in Main
Auditorium For details, call 22045
Congratulations Becky on being
elected asst. second vicepresident of Pan-Hel' UTB.
Vour DG Sisters
Congratulations Ann Jane on
your engagement to Keith:
Love. Your DC Sisters

DAVE CROWL FOR
STUDENT SENATE.

SGA

FOB SALE
Conn clarinet (60 Gill lurch
javelin $60 Offers' 352 4993
JEWELRY handmake
middle eastern 352-7265

silver

STEREO SYSTEM Excellent
condition HOP or best 372-3705
5-String long neck Banjo Like
new 695 Good beginners guitar
620 354-0601
Aquariums, complete, with fish
3524659
Pioneer 8 track player and
recorder Full year warranty
sull good Bought Jan 1. 1975
Best offer Call between 4-6 or
after midnight 354 2835
1973 Vega, excellent cond Good
commuter car 21-25 MPG Best
offer 352-4043
|

Stereo - $450 Good buy Call 3520634
Ittt SAAB 96-special Good
condition • Radio-tach 4 cvl. 30
MPG 4 speed 372-5.33 Bruce

1966 Impala V-6 Engine Best
oiler 352-9170 after 5 pm
Hard top for MG Midget 352
54*9
BR1GGS SHOE REPAIR
behind State Savings 300 S
Main 10-5 30daily 9-12.00Sat.
Waterbed A frame 352-0075

BOO CASH REBATE 1972 Audi
Air A stereo 53300 3724634
Bern,
.
Midi embroidered
Indian
swuede coat Heavy sheep lur
lining
125
Office manual
typewriter excellent condlt 125
352-4012
,

FOR RENT
We have many apartments
bouses for rent for summer
fall Call Newlove Realty
73*1

and
and
353'__

Preferred Property Rentals
Houses and Apartments. 352B76
Cherry Hill Village leasing
Club house with indoor heated
pool Office hours 9-5 M-F 653
Napoleon Rd Suite 5 352-6248

DG'S: This message mav be
la If but the tea sure was great'
Thasia. the BETA'S.
'

Apartments for 4 students near
Towers for fall rentals Special
rates for summer rentals
Phone 352 7366

Chris. Congrats on learning kow
to recycle mierda! Love. Amos
and Mar

Room to sublease spring
oa-rtor. Near campus 3-2-7365

Rifle Team Gel down to the
range and get psyched for

1 bdrm. Ism apt. available
after 1/IS All utilities turn
61*0 mo 352-6279

EMU!
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Big Brothers help fatherless boys

local briefs ....
Enrollment
Winter quarter enrollment on the University's main
campus is 15.413. according to official figures released this
week. Last winter quarter 15.370 were enrolled at the
University.
The College of Education continues to have the largest
number of students with 5.103 undergraduates enrolled.
There are 4.02S students in the College of Arts and
Sciences. 3.406 students in the College of Business
Administration. 392 undergraduates in the College of
Musical Arts. 349 in the College of Health and Community
Services and 1.775 students in the Graduate School
Enrollment has decreased by a small margin at the
University's Firelands campus. Currently (60 students are
enrolled at Firelands. compared to 900 a year ago

Summer jobs
Students who wish to interview for summer jobs with
Camp Big Silver. Pinckney, Mich„ should sign up by
Friday in the Student Employment Office. 460 Student
Services Bldg
Interviews will be 9 am -5 p m Wednesday. Feb 19. in
the Student Court Room. Student Services Bldg

City candidates
Concerned Students for City Government will hold a
meeting tonight at 9 p.m in the second floor lounge.
Student Services Bldg , to choose candidates to run for
several city government posts in this fall's election
The group is sponsoring candidates for first and second
ward councilpersons. councilperson-at-large and mayor
Any student interested in either being a candidate or
helping with the student platforms is welcome to attend.

American Studies
The American Studies Association, an organization of
American Studies majors, will hold an informal meeting
at 9 p.m. tomorrow in the main lounge of Oftenhauer
Towers.
Election of officers will take place and refreshments
will be served All interested students are invited to
attend

Debate results
A team of two brothers from Capital I'mversity won the
14th Annual Forensic Honorary Debate Tournament held
during the weekend at the University.
Paul and Mark Zietlow took first honors Youngstown
State University placed second while Wayne State
University and the University of Kentucky tied for third
About 18 teams participated in the tournament

Opera tickets
Tickets are still available for tomorrow's and Friday's
presentation of'' Die Fledermaus ''
Tickets are S5 and may be obtained in 109 Johnston Hall
Reservations may be made by'calling 372-2045
The Strauss |IM <~*M|i<h bourns al 8p m . Wll
Main Auditorium1' I IHKUAHHIV Hall

Big Brothers, a volunteer
organization designed to
help fatherless boys between
the ages of 8 17 is in need of
little brothers, according to
Dennis Hille. senior iEd.1.
and counselor for Big
Brothers
"We know the boys are out
there. Hille said "We just
wish they'd come to us ''
He explained that there
are 500 fatherless boys in
Wood County alone, and
although not all 500 need a
Big Brother, there are many
that could be helped by participating in the program
A little brother is obtained
through referrals of his
mother or guardian, at the
suggestion of schools, juvenile court, social work agencies, or from the boys themselves, Hille said Big Brothers cannot recruit boys for
the program, he added

Preview by Vickl JokaMi
A light-hearted farce will
be the University's 10th
annual opera presented by
the College of Musical Arts,
which opens with a special
students-only production at 8
tonight
"If students have never
been to an opera before,
they should start with this
one." said Dr Ivan Trusler.
director of choral activities
"It is a 17th century equivalent of a musical." he
said "The performers sing
as well as act
"It is one big practical
joke." Trusler said, adding
that it is "very, very
funny "
"Die Fledermaus (or
"The Bat "I is a story about
a practical joke, said
Trusler
THE OPERA takes place
in Vienna where Dr Falke
and a friend. Eistenstein.
attend a costume ball
Falke.. dressed aatLavhat. becomes very rtnink and is
left sleeping in the town

0VtiWA<)P

WE

"We receive our little
brothers from Miami Childrens' Center in Maumee,
and Maumee Youth Camp
(in Liberty Center)." Hille
noted
The center is a home for
350 children who have been
removed from their own
homes, while the camp is an
Ohio Youth Facility for boys
who have been in trouble
and were committed by the
Youth Court. Hille said
Big Brothers must spend
several hours each week
with their little brothers
Sometimes it is just an
afternoon at the laundromat
or it could be an overnight
camping trip, he explained
"A BIG BROTHER is not
there to buy friendship."
Hille said "We urge them
not to spend great amounts
of money on their little

brothers" Any activities
between the two should be
something of mutual Interest, such as photography.
tennis, or fishing, which
creates a spirit of partnership, he added
Hille said Big Brothers
are not supposed to be professional psychologists or
sociologists The aim of the
relationship, he said, is to
build a friendship based on
spirit of partnership, he
added
Big Brothers of America
was founded in 1903 in Cincinnati on the principle that
"regular contact between
one man and one boy could
prevent juvenile problems
and provide a more complete life for a fatherless
boy."

the area program from the
Toledo Council of Churches
In 1961. The Big Brothers of
Northwestern Ohio is a
satellite chapter of the
national
"Big Brothers really
makes me feel good when

square by Eistenstein.
Falke is awakened the
next day still dressed in his
costume by the jeers of a
crowd
Falke plots his
revenge against Eistenstein
and "Die Fledermaus" is
the story of Falke's revenge
"We think it will be one of
the most entertaining things
students will attend."
Trusler said, "that's why we
made Tuesday night halfprice for students
Dr Falke is played by
Warren S Allen, professor
of performing studies, and
Hex L Elkum. associate
professor of performing studies, plays Eistenstein

THE CAST also includes
Richard D Mathey. assistant professor of music education. Marianne E Belleville, senior (Mus. Ed.).
Andreas Poulimenos. assistant professor of performance studies. Barbara J
Skelly. Barbara A Lockard.
assistant professor of performing studies, Douglas O
Wayland. junior I Music),
and Kevin A Moore, junior
(Mus Kd I.
The University Symphony
Orchestra and Collegiate
Chorale provide background
music.
"Die
Fledermaus."
written by Johann Strauss.

Men Interested In Big Brothers can sign up in the
Volunteers in Progress
office. 410 Student Services
Bldg

PETER F. Campbell of Lakewood. was charged Friday
night with driving while under the influence and resisting
arrest His case also was continued until Feb. 18
Stephen C Danforth of Toledo was charged with reckless
operation Saturday afternoon and will appear Thursday in
Bowling Green Municipal Court James Rossow of Custar
also was charged with reckless operation and will appear In
court Feb. 20.
A Bowling Green merchant reported receiving a
counterfeit $20 bill last week The bill, called a raised note,
is a $1 bill with the corners cut off and the corners of a $20
bill attached
City police said that raised notes have been passed in the
Toledo area, but this is the first reported in Bowling Green.
Anyone receiving such a bill should report it tc city police.

will have open performances
tomorrow and Friday in the
Main Auditorium. University Hall. Curtain time is at
8 p.m. A Firelands performance will be held at 7:30
p.m. Sunday In Vermilion
High School
Tickets are on sale in 109
Johnston Hall
Tonight's
"students only" night is
$350
All other perfor
mances are $5 00

DOMINOS

||

Experimental Studies

Super Supper Special

Additional Spring Seminars

Domino's is offering 3 free
Cokes with the purchase of any
Large Pizza. With the-purchase
of a small Pizza, you get a
quart coke (for the asking)
4:30-7:30 Mon.-Thur.

•World Hunger:
Ethical Perspectives
.

Instructed Richard Lineback
Credit hours: 4 elective (S/U)
Time: 7-9 Tuesdays

•Grief Therapy
Instructors: Glenn Wieringa
and Martha Eckman
Time: Thursdays 7-9

I

A 27-year-old man was released on bond this morning
after being arrested Friday night on rape charges
Jerry T Manring. 13376 W Kramer Lane, was charged
after being identified by four witnesses and the rape victim.
The rape occurred at about 8 45 p.m. Jan 27 at
Leimgruber's Cleaners and Laundry. 248 N. Main St
Manring reportedly thieatened the victim with a knife.
A preliminary hearing has been set for Feb. 20.
Bowling Green Municipal Judge Allen Bechtel set
Manring's bond at $17,500 with 10 per cent applicable
A breaking and entry was reported Thursday morning at
Gillcspie Plumbing and Healing Co at 140 N Main St . and a
cash register containing money was reported missing The
register, without the cash, was found later Entry was
gained through (he rear door
Delores T. Roberts, sophomore 111 A was charged with
making harrassing phone calls Her case was continued
until Feb 18

NORTHWESTERN OHIO
community chests took over

jgj

I'm able to do something for
someone. Hille said

Man released on bond
following alleged rape

University presents "The Bat;"
opera opens with student night

..This Valentine's Day, say it with *y^

SORRY

Presently, there are about
34 University students in
addition to several faculty
members who have little
brothers, but there are still
more Big Brothers waiting
to be matched
Hille said there is a
waiting list of about 30 men
waiting for a little brother at
this time.
"1 HAVE NEVER talked
to another agency that has a
waiting list of Big
Brothers." he said, adding
that in Toledo there are
about 250 boys waiting for a
Big Brother
Delinquent boys are not
the only concern of Big
Brothers. Hille said, but
shy. lonely, unhappy boys
and those who need a male
influence are targets for
trouble, so these individuals
make up most of the case
load

t«

Arrangements With Roses

Jgoo up

Special Valentine Terrariums
$

GOOFED

5 00 up

Premium Quality Roses & Carnations

Peter

The Flower-house

Frampton

428 E. Wooster QN Wooster

will be

353-1045

playing

NEW CULTURES!!!

with

Ethnic Studies Program

ROYAL GREEN
proudly presents their Lucky 13!
Congratulations on going active!
Jean Arnold

Brando Moore

Mary Ellen Courtney

Candy Pannent

Diane Dicki

Pam Saydell

Arlene Dunn

Brenda Smith

Bobbie Falasco

Chris Sysak

Myla Johns

Lou Workman

Good For One
Quart Coke with the
Purchase of a Small Pizza

Good For 3 Free Cokes
with the Purchase of
A Large Pizza

B . fi

352-5221

5221

Phone

Phone

»

Announces Spring Courses:

Babe Ruth

Introduction to Afro-American Studies
A&S 100. section 4361.4 his credit. 13 TR. Ron Lomas
The Chicane I American Society
AiS 100 section 4359. A&S 300 section 4360. 10-12 MW.
4 hrs, Rosendo Rivera
Studies in African Culture
A&S 100. section 4362.4 hrs.. 10-12 TF, Joseph A|ala
Mexican-American Society as a Subculture
A&S 100, section 4358,4 hrs., 1-3 MW. Miguel Ornelas
liter afire I nationalism in West Africa
PopCult 470 section 4331, PopCult 571 section 0163.
4 hrs., 7-9 p.m MW. Ernest Champion

NOT
James
Cotton
Band

Partial Schedule? Try some enlightening
courses in Philosophy
Course

Time

207 Man and Society

1MTW.12F
9TWRF
5:30-7:30 TR
7:30-9:30 MW
9TWRF
3MWR.2F
5:30-7:30 TR
5:30-7:30 MW
12MTWR
10MTRF
6-10 T
7:30-9:30 MW

203
312
315
317

Logic of Science
History of Modem Phil.
American Thought
Phil, of Religion

340

PhiL Of Women (Feminism)

340
414
418
440

PhiL of Culture
Metaphysics
Phil, of History
Phenomenology

For Into call 2-2117

PETER

FRAMPTON

ex-lead guitarist of CHu

in concert
with guests

<pie

ble

Babe Ruth
Thursday, feb 13.8pm
BGSU Grand Ballroom

tickets*
$3 2cultural
c

at Unionlicket
Office (&qFinders

I ■

r

-
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Mark Glover

Western has arrived
By Mirk Glover
Sporli Editor
There's no doubt about it The newest kid on the Central
CeUefUte Hockey Association (CCHAl block. Western
Michigan, is here to slay
Anyone who taw last Saturday's hockey confrontation
between the Broncos and Bowling Green at the Ice Arena
should be convinced that WMU is a team to be reckoned
with. In that game, the hustling Western crew gave the
Falcons all they could handle and then some The Broncos
came out on top. 3-2. in overtime
LAST DECEMBER, the Falcons absolutely were
humiliated by the WMU icers at Kalamazoo. Mich . 8-2 The
BG skaters were ranked seventh in the nation at that time
Some claimed that BG was not mentally prepared for the
Broncos.
After all. BG just had beaten such powers as Michigan
State and Boston University on the road It seemed very
possible that such an emotional letdown had actually
occurred. But Western was not content with such an
analysis, and came to Falconland last weekend to prove that
1-2 win was not a duke
The Broncos made their point more than clear They
handled a good Falcon team by hustling and checking
Western showed discipline and a superior competitive spirit
by skating head to head with a team that was known lor its
hard-skating, aggressive style of play.

THE FALCONS had nothing to be ashamed of by losing
They played against a good unit and executed their moves
well. A sudden death goal in overtime made the difference,
bul that goal could just as easily have been a Falcon tally.
The triumvirate of St Louis. Lake Superior and Bowling
Green will now have to make room for a new member
These three schools make up the Division One segment of
the CCHA. But Division Two member Western Michigan has
come of age The Falcons know this (the hard way), and
their colleagues must certainly realize by now that change
is in the air
The Bronco climb to the top of the hockey heap has been
meteoric They have succeeded with good coaching,
excellent recruiting and strong backing from the Western
hockey fans
Their entrance into the CCHA Division One should add an
additional competitive team in a league that is already
being recognized as a giant killer
Falcon dafansaman Roger Archar (right) could net stap this particular shot but
THE FUTURE of the Falcon-Bronco rivalry should also
be a plus. Already a holly-contested series, the idea of
playing the Western team four times a year brings to mind
the enthusiasm observed when rival Ohio State's hockey
team comes into town.
So St. Louis, Lake Superior and BG fans better gel used to
seeing those brown and yellow uniforms Western Michigan
is a hockey team that has arrived.
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(Newsphoto by Stev* Ancik)

BG relay unit triumphs
By Bill Kstep

The BG News!
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A single Bowling Green
championship and a world
indoor track record high
lighted activity last Saturday at the 52nd running ol
the Michigan State Relays

Flashes win, 29-14

Grapplers lose eighth match
By Jerry Misek
Assistant Sports Editor
A young but strong Kent
State wrestling team outhustled Bowling Green last
weekend, gaining three pins
In the upper weights to
topple the Falcons. 2914. at
Anderson Arena
The victory. KSU's first in
Mid-American
Conference
lMAC) competition, raised
Its season record to 4-7 BG
stands 3-8 overall and is still
wlnless in seven conference
outings.
ALTHOUGH THE Golden
Flashes did not mathematically clinch the meet
■mil after the 190-pound
clash. Falcon head coach
Bruce Bellard admitted that
Kevin Dick's 4-3 loss in the
Initial 118-pound bout was
key to the meet's outcome
"Looking
at
Kent's
strength
in
the
upper
weights, it was obvious we
kid to win in the lower
weights Bellard said "We
needed that match It was
the turning point, it gave
them iKSI'i the edge right

May,"

The Falcons won two of
five matches in the lighter
weights, but managed only a
pin and a draw in the upper
weights
BG led. 12-9. after Mike
Metting recorded his first
pin of the season at 158
pounds. Kent came back to
score pins in three of the last
four matches to clinch the
meet
KENT'S three pins were
recorded by Joe DIFw at 167
pounds. Hob Schamakian at
177 pounds and heavyweight
Dave Khode
Rhode and
DiFco lead the league in
dual meel wins at their
respective weights, and all
three m.itmen are expected
to be top contenders lor
MAC individual crowns
Kent's three pins spoiled
Bellard s premeet strategy
Metting.
who
was
planning on dropping Irom
167 pounds to 158 p,iunds for
the upcoming MAC tourna
menl. made the change
earlv
Hather than have
Metting clash with KSl' ace
DiFeo at 167 and possiblv
lose. Bellard moved Metting
down to a lower weight

where he could score more
points for KG
That particular strategy
worked, since Melting's pin
gave the Falcons a lead, but
Kenl still won Ihe match by
dominating
the upper
weight
Two other Falcons posted
vicloncs and one draw.
Sophomore
Bill
Frazier
won. 4-3. and junior Joe
Kosch won 7-3. each raising
their records to 6-3-1. At 190
pounds. Pal Welfle fought lo
,i S-S tie with John O'Brien
IN OTHER matches. Falcon
freshmen
Jack
IVquignot and Kick Kopt
dropped bouts of 15-6 and 8 2
respectively
Kent coach Ron Grey was
pleased with the Flashes'
t nst league triumph
I knew we had to win Ihe
close matches today." he
said "We're really not thai
bad We lost many close
MAC matches, by three
points or less and one of our
losses was to powerful Iowa
State l29-8i We lost six of
our starters, including four
that had placed in the MAC

Powerful Spartanettes
squelch winning streak
By Liuri Leach
Stall Writer
Despite a
fine
performance Irom several of
the BG women swimmers.
the Falcons saw their dual
meel win streak halted at 38
as a powerful Michigan
SUte team barely clipped
the Falcon's wings. 70-61
last weekend
The meet was actually
closer
than
the
score
indicates as Bowling Green
look first place in both
relays and grabbed six
Individual first places out of
II Individual events
The BG relay team of
Barb
McKee.
Sharon
Ackron. Gail Sailer and
Becky Siesky took first

IM notes
Entries are due today for
Ike all-campus table tennis.
racqnetball
and
coed
bowling
tournaments
Entries are available Irom
fraternity and resident hall
athletic chairmen and at the
IM office 101 Memorial
Mall.
Play will begin

place in the 200-yard medlev
relay with a time ol 1 35 8
THE
FALCONS
took
honors in the next two
events with Betsy Fisher
finishing first in the 200
freestyle with a lime of
2 02 4 and Barb McKee
taking first in the 200
individual medley in 2 20
At the end of seven events.
BG held a slim 31 30 lead
over
the Spartanettes
Freshman Sharon Ackron
look first place in the 50
breaststroke and Siesky took
first in the 50 freestyle
Cindv
Sargent
finished
second in the 50 backstroke
while Sailer linished third in
the 50 butlertly
Diver MiSue Finke lived
up to coach Jean Campbells
expectations in the first
round of diving by taking
second place and splitting
Michigan State's top divers
She did not hit her dives as
well in the second round of
diving,
however,
and
finished in third place
BG'S SWIMMERS put on
a respectable show in the
second half of the meet
First places were taken by
McKee in the 100 butterfly

and Siesky in the
100
freestyle.
Second
places
were taken by Fisher in Ihe
400 freestvle and Ackron in
the 100 breaststroke Third
places went
to Valerie
Newall.
100
freestyle
Sargent. 100 backstroke and
Cathy Witkowski. 100 breaststroke
Although Ihe Falcons had
by all counts losl the meel
before the last evenl. that
event-the 400 freestyle
relay-was perhaps the most
exciting event of the entire
meet
BG swam lar behind the
Spartanettes during the first
300 yards and it looked as if
Michigan Slate would take
the relay easily
ENTER all-Amencan BG
freeslyler Siesky. To the
amazement of BG fans and
the disbelief of the Spartanelte sprinters, Sieskv
swam her way up to and past
the Michigan SUte Ireestyle
swimmer and finished first
by over a length
Also
swimming in the relay were
Newall. Fisher and McKee
Bowhng Green will vie for
the state championship this
weekend at
Youngstown
SUte

so we re a young, voung
team "
Bellard
said
he was
impressed with Kent
They out-hustled us. bul
they didn't out-wrestle us."
Bellard said
They (Kenti
were more physical today,
and we have to learn lo be
more physical. Kenl won in
the upper weights, and their
heavyweight.
Khode.
is

goolia teammata Mika liut pinnad the puck under his leg pod. Archer and Liut
were stand-out performers in last weekend's game with Western Michigan.

probably one of the best in
the country "
THE LOSS to Kenl means
the Falcons will suffer their
first losing season in 20
years BG. now 3-8 overall
with
four
matches
remaining
hosts Wright
State and West Liberty SUte
Saturday
at
Anderson
Arena

The Falcon two-mile relay
squad of Dan Dunton. Gary
Desjardins. Bruce Vermilyea and freshman Rick
Hutchinson
toured
the
tartan in 7 37 5 to bring
home BG s only first place
award According to coach
Mel
Brodl,
the quartet
should have reached the
NCAA qualifying standard
of 7 35
"WE
WERE
pointing
toward qualifying in thai
particular relay bul we just
gol olf (o a slow start.'" he
said "Dunton led oil wilh a
1 59 9 half-mile and Desjardins followed with a
1:562
Neither
time is
induitive of whal those two
can do We were in lourth
place when Vermilyea took
the bat on and his 1 52 5 leg
got us back in the race.'
Brodt said The evenl was
mainly a two-team battle
between Nebraska and the
Falcons
The Big Eight
squad grabbed second in
7 38 6

Wisconsin s sprint medley
team shattered the world
indoor mark with a time of
3 23 8 The former mark of
3 24 was set bv Oklahoma
State in 1962
Bowling Green tailed to
enter
three of
the
19
championship events and
scratched in the long jump,
sprint medley and mile
relays

Brazelton and freshman Jefl
Opelt cleared the beginning
height of 14-6 in Ihe pole
vault but failed to advance
from the prelims
Steve
Edwards finally
shook the "6-4 syndrome
with a season-best high
jump effort of 6-5
Brodt said he was pleased
with the performances of
the pole vaulters and some
of the season marks but
added that there is still
room for improvement

FALCON speedster Ron
Taylor clocked a season-best
31 7 timing in the preliminaries of the 300-yard dash
and garnered fourth in the
finals in 32.2 Nebraska's
Chuck Mailto won the event
in 30 3 while defending
NCAA outdoor 100-yard dash
titlist
Reggie Jones of
Tennessee finished behind
Taylor
Senior
Tom
Preston
garnered lourth in the finals
of Ihe 100 with an ellort ol
2 14. also surpassing his best
performance of the season
in the event
Three vear veteran Carl

"WE'VE GOT a long way
to go." he said "Sure we're
improving, but what we lack
is consistency Alot of our
runners have been up and
down, and you're supposed
to be either good or bad. not
both
' Zumbaugh and Dunton
should be running a little
better, but then again, we
didn't have one of our better
weeks
of
outside
conditioning
before
this
meet." he added

Kent State edges swimmers
By Pete Engleharl
Mn11 Writer
For a while last Saturday,
it looked as if the Falcon
swimmers might escape
with a come-from-behind
win over visiting Kenl SUte
University tKSl'l.
Bul just when the sUge
was set. the BG lankers met
an old nemesis, the 400-yard
freestyle relay, and the
Flashes held on for a 61-52
victory.
A VICTORY in the relay
would have meant several
things to the Falcons.
It would have given BG a
59-54 victory and snapped a
four-meet losing streak A
victory would also have
marked the Falcons first
win over Kent since 1968
But a Falcon triumph in
the 400 freestyle relay is
wishful
thinking
The
Unkers had won only three
relays prior to the KSl'
meet, and the Flashes pro
longed the frustration by
easily downing
the BG
foursome
Despite the setback, thert
were bright spots in the loss
Although KSl' holds a 7-1
series edge, the BG loss was
the closes! the Falcons have
come to Kent in seven years
While the Flashes won eight
events, including the first
five, four of BG's five wins
were 1-2 sweeps
However, the loss now
linds the Unkers with a 4-5
season record and marks the
first time since 1971 that the

Women's
lacrosse
There will be an organizational
meeting
and
practice for women interested
in
playing
intercollegiate lacrosse at 9 p.m
tonight in the South Gym.
Women's
Building
Practices will be every
Tuesday night for the rest of
the quarter

Falcons have losl four in a
row

ONCE AGAIN, the BG
diving contingent ollset the
opposition's sprint
advantage over the Falcons
It was Kurt Seibenick's
victory in the second diving
event that started the BG
rally He gave an encore ol
his NCAA-qualifying performance
against
Notre
Dame last week by winning
both of the board events
Falcons Jim Butt and Jed
Cole took two second-place
finishes to complete the
divers' 16-2 edge over the
KSl' boardmen.
BG sophomores Rob Ellis

and Dean Ackron captured
the top two spots in the 200
butterfly and Dennis Krdelyi
and Kandy Richards swept
the 200 breaststroke to cut
the KSl' margin to 54-52
with only the ineviuble loss
in the 400 freestyle relay
remaining
Considering the caliber ol
the opposition, the narrow
loss
was
not
totally
discouraging
The Flashes have won the
last
three Mid-American
Conference
(MAC)
championships and boast
one of the conference's
premiere
swimmers
in
senior
sprinter
Jim
DeVincentis

Phi Kappa Tau
Little Sis Rush
Tues. Feb. 11,8:00 P.M.
ALL INTERESTED GIRLS
WELCOME

DEVINCENTIS, holder ol
three individual conference
sprint marks, won the 50 and
100 freestyles in pool-record
time His 48.1 clocking in the
100 freestyle broke his own
record of 48 6 set in 1973. and
a 1 47.2 timing in the 200
freestyle also bested the
previous pool record of
1 47 6 set in 1968

Another KSl' sUlwart was
Rich Alexander, who posted
wins in the 500 and 1000
freestyles
over
BG
disUnceman Dave Ryland
Alexander, who has been
a standout for coach Tod
Boyle's team all season
posted a pool record of
4 58 5 in the 500 freestvle
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Char Broiled Steaks aad
Chops
Full Coarse Family Dinner
It VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Opea Tuts thru Sat. J:JM
Sundays 7.30-7.at

,

k.
m,

412 EAST W00STER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY
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VALENTINES DAY
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW

LONG STEM RED ROSES - $10.00/DOz
PRICE FOR BG AREA ONLY
ALL OUT OF TOWN ORDERS SHOULD BE PLACED
EARLY FOR ASSURED DELIVERY-NO CALL OUTS ON FEB. 14th

TERRARIUMS-$5.00&Up
PLANTS - PLANTERS - FRESH ARRANGEMENTS

MYLES FLOWERS
NOWLOCA TED IN DAIRY QUEEN BLDG.
434 E. WOOSTER
352-2002 - 353-2802

